Mistakes not to be made ever again + punctuation remarks
• “With paragraphs” → read the instructions!!!
  – Linkers
  – Cohesion
  – And, and, and,
  – because

• Register vs style

• Subject: COMPULSORY

• But also, don’t repeat it, e.g. * “the most difficult part for me it’s...”
• writting \(\rightarrow\) writing // comunication \(\rightarrow\) communication

• Accuracy in lexical choice: big, interesting, thing

• Variety in lexical choice: thing, thing, thing...

• english, i ... \(\rightarrow\) English, I...
When speaking aloud, you punctuate constantly—with body language. Your listener hears commas, dashes, question marks, exclamation points, quotation marks as you shout, whisper, pause, wave your arms, roll your eyes, wrinkle your brow. In writing, punctuation plays the role of body language. It helps readers hear you the way you want to be heard.

Russell Baker
Check punctuation conventions on Moodle
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The importance of using italics:
Punctuation rules broken with a purpose

Nobody in the whole kingdom has the same shoe size. Seriously.
Punctuation rules broken with a purpose

Disney. Teaching you not to talk to strangers. Unless they’re hot.
Punctuation rules broken with a purpose

Father wields a mighty trident. Amazed by a fork.